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And yet these holidays were the days when the trap was laid.
So confident was he that he forgot that the doctrine of eternal
vigilance applies even more to one's friends than one's enemies.
He was too wrapped up in his schemes for the co-operation of
all men of goodwill, too fascinated by his discovery of the dif-
ference between the party viewed as a collection of very varied
electors and the party viewed as an ambitious leadership and by
the parallel discovery that the elector of one party is very like
the elector of any other party, too intent on his brave plan to
neglect the necessity of a majority in parliament and to base
himself on powerful and unmistakable backing in the country,,
to pay attention to what his own class were doing. With them
he thought himself safe and that was where one of the cleverest
politicians in Germany made his fatal mistake. Only a man over-
confident to the verge of foolhardiness could have so forgotten
the past as to revive the policy of land reform which had brought
down Bruening.
In the holiday season in their Berlin homes,, in the Herrenklub,
on their estates, his class discussed the programme he had so
cheerfully announced, and they came to the conclusion that he
was attacking the interests of his class. They could have forgiven
him the right to boast of himself as "the social general," as it
pleased him to be called* for a policy of social justice affected
mainly the industrialists, but when he became the land-reforming
general he sealed his death warrant. The silence of the Bight on
his famous broadcast did not mean what he thought it meant,
acquiescence; it meant conspiracy. Big business and the landed
aristocracy leagued themselves to destroy him.
The conspirators found a ready agent, allied to each of them,
the man he had dethroned—Papon, who under a smiling exterior
nursed a deadly grudge. He welcomed the mission; it was one
after his own heart. To the astonishment of the tearful, philosophic
Hitler facing ruin, his apparently deadly enemy got into touch
with him through an agent who was welcome as the flowers in
spring, the Cologne banker Schroeder through the books of whose
firm the subsidies from the heavy industries used to pass to the
coffers of National Socialism* On January 4, having put Wei-

